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Abstract
Here we study dilations of q-commuting tuples. In [BBD] the authors gave the correspondence
between the two standard dilations of commuting tuples and here these results have been extended
to q-commuting tuples. We are able to do this when q-coefficients ‘qij ’ are of modulus one. We
introduce ‘maximal q-commuting subspace ’ of a n-tuple of operators and ‘standard q-commuting
dilation’. Our main result is that the maximal q-commuting subspace of the standard noncom-
muting dilation of q-commuting tuple is the ‘standard q-commuting dilation’. We also introduce
q-commuting Fock space as the maximal q-commuting subspace of full Fock space and give a
formula for projection operator onto this space. This formula for projection helps us in working
with the completely positive maps arising in our study. The first version of the Main Theorem
(Theorem 19) of the paper for normal tuples using some tricky norm estimates and then use it to
prove the general version of this theorem.
———————————————————————-
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1
21. Introduction
A generalization of contraction operator in multivariate operator theory is a contractive n-tuple
which is defined as follows:
Definition 1. A n-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Tn) of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H such that
T1T
∗
1 + · · ·+ TnT
∗
n ≤ I is a contractive n-tuple, or a row contraction.
Along the lines of [BBD], we will study the dilation of a class of operator tuples defined as
follows:
Definition 2. A n-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Tn) is said to be q-commuting if TjTi = qijTiTj for all
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, where qij are complex numbers.
Such operator tuples appear often in Quantum Theory ([C] [M] [Pr]). Here we introduce ‘max-
imal q-commuting piece’ and using this and a particular representation of permutation group we
give a definition for q-commuting Fock space when q-coefficients ‘qij’ are of modulus one. We have
this condition for q-coefficient for almost all the results here. This q-commuting Fock space is
different from the twisted Fock space of M. Boz˙ejko and R. Speicher ([BS1]) or that of P. E. T.
Jorgensen ([JSW]). In section 2 we give formula for the projection of full Fock space onto this
space. We obtain a special tuple of q-commuting operators and show that it is unitarily equiva-
lent to the tuple of shift operators of [BB]. We are able to show that the range of the operator
A defined in equation (2.4) gives an isometry onto the q-commuting Fock Space tensored with a
Hilbert space when T is a pure contractive tuple (this operator were used by Popescu and Arve-
son in [Po3], [Po4], [Ar2] and for q-commuting case by Bhat and Bhattacharyya in [BB]). Using
this we are able to give a condition equivalent to the assertion of the Main Theorem to hold for
q-commuting purely contractive tuple. In section 3 the proof of the particular case of Theorem 19
where T is also q-spherical unitary (introduced in section 3) is more difficult than the version for
commuting tuple and we had to carefully choose the terms and proceed in a way that ‘qij ’ of the
q-commuting tuples get absorbed or cancel out when we simplify the terms. Also unlike [BBD] we
had to use an inequality related to completely positive map before getting the result through norm
estimates. We are not able to generalize section 4 of [BBD]. In the last section here we calculate
the distribution of Si + S
∗
i with respect to the vacuum expectation and study some properties of
the related operator spaces.
For operator tuples (T1, . . . , Tn), we need to consider the products of the form Tα1Tα2 · · · Tαm ,
where each αk ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We would have the following a notation for such products. Let Λ
denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n} and Λm denote the m-fold cartesian product of Λ for m ≥ 1. Given
α = (α1, . . . , αm) in Λ
m, T α will mean the operator Tα1Tα2 · · ·Tαm . Let Λ˜ denote ∪
∞
n=0Λ
n, where
Λ0 is just the set {0} by convention and by T 0 we would mean the identity operator of the Hilbert
space where Ti’s are acting.
Let Sm denote the group of permutation on m symbols {1, 2, · · · , m}. For a q-commuting tuple
T = (T1, . . . , Tn), consider the product Tx1Tx2 ...Txm where 1 ≤ xi ≤ n. If we replace a consecutive
pair say TxiTxi+1 of operators in the above product by qxi+1xiTxi+1Txi and do finite number of
such operations with different choices of consecutive pairs of these operators appearing in the
subsequent product of operators after each such operation, we will get a permutation σ ∈ Sm such
3that the final product of operators can be written as kTx
σ−1(1)
Tx
σ−1(2)
...Tx
σ−1(m)
for some k ∈ C,
i. e., Tx1Tx2...Txm = kTxσ−1(1)Txσ−1(2) ...Txσ−1(m) . For defining q-commuting tuple in definition 2 we
needed the known fact that this k depends only on σ and xi, and not on the different choice of
above operations that give rise to the same final product of operators Tx
σ−1(1)
Tx
σ−1(2)
...Tx
σ−1(m)
. It
also follows from the Proposition 5 in section 2.
Definition 3. Let H,L be two Hilbert spaces such that H be a closed subspace of L and let T ,R
are n-tuples of bounded operators on H, L respectively. Then R is called a dilation of T if
R∗i u = T
∗
i u
for all u ∈ H, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In such a case T is called a piece of R. If T is a q-commuting tuple ( i.
e., TjTi = qijTiTj , for all i, j), then it is called a q-commuting piece of R. A dilation R of T is said
to be a minimal dilation if span{Rαh : α ∈ Λ˜, h ∈ H} = L. And if R is a tuple of n isometries
and is a minimal dilation of T , then it is called the minimal isometric dilation or the standard
noncommuting dilation of T .
A presentation of the standard noncommuting dilation taken from [Po1] has been used here
to proof the main Theorem. All Hilbert spaces that we consider will be complex and separable.
For a subspace H of a Hilbert space, PH will denote the orthogonal projection onto H. Standard
noncommuting dilation of n-tuple of bounded operators, is unique upto unitary equivalence (refer
[Po1-4]). Extensive study of standard noncommuting dilation was carried out by Popescu. He
generalized many one variable results to multivariable case. It is easy to see that if R is a dilation
of T then
(1.1) T α(T β)∗ = PHR
α(Rβ)∗|H,
and for any polynomials p, q in n-noncommuting variables
p(T )(q(T ))∗ = PHp(R)(q(R))∗|H.
For a n-tuple R of bounded operators on a Hilbert space M, consider
Cq(R) = {N : Ri leaves N invariant , R
∗
iR
∗
jh = qijR
∗
jR
∗
i h, ∀h ∈ N , ∀i, j}.
It is a complete lattice, in the sense that arbitrary intersections and span closures of arbitrary
unions of such spaces are again in this collection. So it has a maximal element and we denote it
by Mq(R) (or by Mq when the tuple under consideration is clear).
Definition 4. Let R be a n-tuple of operators on a Hilbert space M. The q-commuting piece
Rq = (Rq1, . . . , R
q
n) obtained by compressing R to the maximal element M
q(R) of Cq(R) is called
the maximal q-commuting piece of R. The maximal q-commuting piece is said to be trivial if
Mq(R) is the zero space.
For any Hilbert space K, we have the full Fock space over K denoted by Γ(K) as,
Γ(K) = C⊕K ⊕K⊗
2
⊕ · · · ⊕ K⊗
m
⊕ · · · ,
We denote the vacuum vector 1 ⊕ 0 ⊕ · · · by ω. For fixed n ≥ 2, let Cn be the n-dimensional
complex Euclidian space with usual inner product and Γ(Cn) be the full Fock space over Cn.
Let {e1, . . . , en} be the standard orthonormal basis of Cn. For α ∈ Λ˜, eα will denote the vector
4eα1 ⊗ eα2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eαm in the full Fock space Γ(C
n) and e0 will denote the vacuum vector ω. Then
the (left) creation operators Vi on Γ(C
n) are defined by
Vix = ei ⊗ x
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and x ∈ Γ(Cn) ( here ei ⊗ ω is interpreted as ei). It is obvious that the tuple
V = (V1, . . . , Vn) consists of isometries with orthogonal ranges and
∑
ViV
∗
i = I − I0, where I0 is
the projection on to the vacuum space. Let us define q-commuting Fock space as the subspace
(Γ(Cn))q(V ) and let it be denoted by Γq(C
n).
Let S = (S1, . . . , Sn) be the tuple of operators on Γq(C
n) where Si is the compression of Vi to
Γq(C
n):
Si = PΓq(Cn)Vi|Γq(Cn).
Clearly each V ∗i leaves Γq(C
n) invariant.
Then it is easy to see that S satisfies
∑
SiS
∗
i = I
q − Iq0 (where I
q, I
q
0 are identity, projection
onto vacuum space respectively in Γq(C
n)). So V and S are contractive tuples, SjSi = qijSiSj for
all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, and S∗i x = V
∗
i x, for x ∈ Γq(C
n).
The following result gives a description for maximal q-commuting piece.
Proposition 5. Let R = (R1, ..., Rn) be a n-tuple of bounded operators on a Hilbert space M,
Kij = span{R
α(qijRiRj − RjRi)h : h ∈M, α ∈ Λ˜} for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, and K = span{∪ni,j=1Kij}.
Then Mq(R) = K⊥ and Mq(R) = {h ∈M : (qijR
∗
jR
∗
i −R
∗
iR
∗
j )(R
α)∗h = 0, ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, α ∈ Λ˜}.
The above Proposition can be easily proved using arguement similar to the proof of Proposition
4 of [BBD].
Corollary 6. Suppose R, T are n-tuples of operators on two Hilbert spaces L,M. Then the
maximal q-commuting piece of (R1⊕ T1, . . . , Rn⊕ Tn) acting on L⊕M is (R
q
1⊕ T
q
1 , . . . , R
q
n⊕ T
q
n)
acting on Lq ⊕Mq and the maximal q-commuting piece of (R1 ⊗ I, . . . , Rn ⊗ I) acting on L⊗M
is (Rq1 ⊗ I, . . . , R
q
n ⊗ I) acting on L
q ⊗M.
Proof: Clear from Proposition 6. 
Proposition 7. Let T ,R are n-tuples of bounded operators on H, L, with H ⊆ L, such that R is
a dilation of T . Then Hq(T ) = Lq(R)
⋂
H and Rq is a dilation of T q.
Proof: This can be using arguements similar to proof of Proposition 7 of [BBD]. 
2. A q-Commuting Fock Space
For a q-commuting n-tuple T on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H say of dimension m,
because of the relation
Spectrum(TiTj) ∪ {0} = Spectrum(TjTi) ∪ {0} = Spectrum(qijTiTj) ∪ {0},
we get qij is either 0 or m
th-root of unity.
Here after whenever we deal with q-commuting tuples we would have another condition on
the tuples that |qij| = 1 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. However Proposition 5, Proposition 6 and Corol-
lary 7 does not need this assumption. Let T = (T1, . . . , Tn) be a q-commuting tuple and con-
sider the product Tx1Tx2 ...Txm where 1 ≤ xi ≤ n. Let σ ∈ Sm. As transpositions of the type
5(k, k + 1), 1 ≤ k ≤ m − 1 generates Sm, Let σ−1 be τ1 . . . τs where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ s there
exist ki such that 1 ≤ ki ≤ m − 1 and τi is a transposition of the form (ki, ki + 1). Let
σ˜i = τi+1τi . . . τs for 1 ≤ i ≤ s−1 and σ˜s be the identity permutation. Let us define yi = xσ˜i(ki) and
zi = xσ˜i(ki+1). If we substitute TysTzs by qzsysTzsTys corresponding to τs, substitute Tys−1Tzs−1 by
qzs−1ys−1Tzs−1Tys−1 corresponding to τs−1, and so on till we substitute the corresponding term for τ1,
we would get qσ1 (x) . . . q
σ
s (x)Txσ−1(1)Txσ−1(2) · · ·Txσ−1(m) where q
σ
i (x) = qziyi . That is Tx1Tx2 · · ·Txm =
qσ1 (x) . . . q
σ
s (x)Txσ−1(1)Txσ−1(2) · · ·Txσ−1(m) . Let q
σ(x) = qσ1 (x) . . . q
σ
s (x) where q
σ
i (x) = qziyi .
Proposition 8. Let T = (T1, . . . , Tn) be a q-commuting tuple and consider the product Tx1Tx2 ...Txm
where 1 ≤ xi ≤ n. Suppose σ ∈ Sm and qσ(x) be as defined above. Then
qσ(x) =
∏
qx
σ−1(k)xσ−1(i)
,
where product is over {(i, k) : 1 ≤ i < k ≤ m, σ−1(i) > σ−1(k)}. Moreover qσ(x) does not depend
on the choice of σ.
Proof: We have
qσ(x) = qσ1 (x) . . . q
σ
s (x)
where qσi (x) = qziyi. For a pair i, k such that 1 ≤ i < k ≤ m let k
′ = σ−1(k) and i′ = σ−1(i). Let σ =
τ1 · · · , τs and σ˜i be as defined above. If i′ > k′ then there are odd number of transpositions τr for
1 ≤ r ≤ m such that they interchange the positions of i′ and k′ in the image of σ˜r when we consider
the composition τrσ˜r. And for 1 ≤ i < k ≤ m if i′ < k′ then there are even number of transpositions
τr for 1 ≤ r ≤ m such that they interchange the positions of i
′ and k′ in the image of σ˜r when
we consider the composition τrσ˜r. For the first transposition in τr that interchanges i
′ and k′, the
corresponding factor in qσ(x) say qσr (x) is qxk′xi′ , for the second transposition that interchanges i
′
and k′, the corresponding factor is qxi′xk′ , for the third transposition that interchanges i
′ and k′,
the corresponding factor is qxk′xi′ , and so on. But (qxi′xk′ )
−1 = qxk′xi′ and so
qσ(x) =
∏
qx
σ−1(i)xσ−1(k)
,
where product is over {(i, k) : 1 ≤ i < k ≤ m, σ−1(i) > σ−1(k)}. 
Following similar arguements it is easy to see that if there exist σ ∈ Sm such that (x1, · · · , xn) =
(xσ−1(1), · · · , xσ−1(n)), then q
σ(x) = 1.
Let Um,qσ be defined on (C
n)⊗
m
by
(2.1) Um,qσ (ex1 ⊗ . . .⊗ exm) = q
σ(x)ex
σ−1(1)
⊗ . . .⊗ ex
σ−1(m)
on the standard basis vectors and extended linearly on (Cn)⊗
m
. As |qij| = 1 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
Umσ is unitary and U
m
σ extends uniquely to a unitary operator on (C
n)⊗
m
.
Let
(Cn)©q
m
= {u ∈ (Cn)⊗
m
: Um,qσ u = u ∀σ ∈ Sm}
and (Cn)©q
0
= C
Lemma 9. The map defined from Sm to B((Cn)⊗
m
) defined by σ → Um,qσ for all σ ∈ Sm is a
representation.
6Proof: Let ⊗mi=1exi,⊗
m
i=1eyi ∈ (C
n)⊗
m
, 1 ≤ xi, yi ≤ n. Suppose there exist σ ∈ Sm such that
⊗mi=1eyi = ⊗
m
i=1exσ−1(i). Then 〈U
m,q
σ (⊗
m
i=1exi),⊗
m
i=1eyi〉 = q
σ(x) and 〈⊗mi=1exi , U
m,q
σ−1
(⊗mi=1eyi)〉 =
q(σ
−1)(y). Also
q(σ
−1)(y) =
∏
qyσ(k)yσ(i) =
∏
qxkxi
where the products are over {(i, k) : 1 ≤ i < k ≤ m, σ(i) > σ(k)}. If we substitute k = σ−1(i′) and
i = σ−1(k′) in the last term we get
q(σ
−1)(y) =
∏
qx
σ−1(i′)xσ−1(k′)
= (
∏
qx
σ−1(k′)xσ−1(i′)
)−1 = (qσ(x))−1
where the products are over {(i′, k′) : 1 ≤ i′ < k′ ≤ m, σ−1(i′) > σ−1(k′)}. So
qσ(x) = (q(σ
−1)(y))−1 = q(σ−1)(y).
The last equality holds as |qij | = 1.This implies 〈U
m,q
σ (⊗
m
i=1exi),⊗
m
i=1eyi〉 = 〈⊗
m
i=1exi, U
m,q
σ−1
(⊗mi=1eyi)〉.
If there does not exist any σ ∈ Sm such that ⊗mi=1eyi = ⊗
m
i=1exσ−1(i) then
〈Um,qσ′ (⊗
m
i=1exi),⊗
m
i=1eyi〉 = 0 = 〈⊗
m
i=1exi, U
m,q
(σ′)−1(⊗
m
i=1eyi)〉
for all σ′ ∈ Sm. So (Um,qσ )
∗ = Um,q
σ−1
for σ ∈ Sm, when acting on the basis elements of the (Cn)⊗
m
,
and hence is true for all elements (Cn)⊗
m
.
Next let σ ∈ Sm be equal to σ1σ2 for some σ1, σ2 ∈ Sm.We would show that Um,qσ = U
m,q
σ1
Umσ2 . Let
ex = ex1 ⊗ . . .⊗ exm where xj ∈ {1, ..., n} for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Let σ
−1
1 = τ1 . . . τr and σ
−1
2 = τr+1 . . . τs
where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ s, there exist ki such that 1 ≤ ki ≤ m− 1 and τi is a transposition of the
form (ki, ki + 1).
Um,qσ1 U
m,q
σ2
(ex1⊗. . .⊗exm) = U
m,q
σ1
(qσ2(x)ex
σ
−1
2 (1)
⊗. . .⊗ex
σ
−1
2 (m)
) = qσ1(z)qσ2(x)ex
σ
−1
2 σ
−1
1 (1)
⊗. . .⊗ex
σ
−1
2 σ
−1
1 (m)
where ez = ez1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ezm, i.e, zi = xσ−12 (i). But as σ = τ1 . . . τrτr+1 . . . τs it is easy to see that
qσ(x) = qσ1(z)qσ2(x) using the definition of qσ(x). So we get
Um,qσ1 U
m,q
σ2
(ex1 ⊗ . . .⊗ exm) = q
σ(x)ex
σ−1(1)
⊗ . . .⊗ ex
σ−1(m)
= Um,qσ (ex1 ⊗ . . .⊗ exm).
And hence Um,qσ1σ2 = U
m,q
σ1
Um.qσ2 . 
Now if we use Y m,qσ also to denote a operator in Γ(C
n) which acts as Um,qσ on (C
n)⊗
m
and I on
the orthogonal, we get a representation of Sm on B(Γ(C
n)). In the next Lemma and Proposition
we derive a formula for the projection operator onto the q-commuting Fock space.
Lemma 10. Let Pm be a operator on (C
n)⊗
m
defined by
(2.2) Pm =
1
m!
∑
σ∈Sm
Um,qσ .
Then Pm is a projection of (C
n)⊗
m
onto (Cn)©q
m
.
Proof: First we see that
P ∗m =
1
m!
∑
σ∈Sm
(Um,qσ )
∗ =
1
m!
∑
σ∈Sm
U
m,q
σ−1
= Pm,
7Consider a permutation σ′ ∈ Sm.
PmU
m,q
σ′ =
1
m!
∑
σ∈Sm
U
m,q
σσ′ =
1
m!
∑
σ∈Sm
Um,qσ = Pm.
Similarly Um,qσ′ Pm = Pm. So P
2
m = Pm and hence Pm is a projection. 
Proposition 11. ⊕∞m=0(C
n)©q
m
= Γq(C
n)
Proof: Let Q = ⊕∞m=0Pm be the projection of Γ(C
n) onto ⊕∞m=0(C
n)©q
m
where Pm is a defined in
Lemma 9. For transposition (1, 2), let us define U q(1,2) as ⊕
∞
m=oU
m,q
(1,2) where U
0,q
(1,2) = I and U
1′q
(1,2) = I.
Let ⊗ki=1exi ∈ (C
n)⊗
k
, 1 ≤ xi ≤ n. Then
U
q
(1,2)VjVi(⊗
k
i=1exi) = U
q
(1,2){ej ⊗ ei ⊗ (⊗
k
i=1exi)} = qijei ⊗ ej ⊗ (⊗
k
i=1exi) = qijViVj(⊗
k
i=1exi).
Next we would show that⊕∞m=0(C
n)©q
m
is left invariant by V ∗i . Let ⊗
m
j=1exj ∈ (C
n)⊗
m
, 1 ≤ xj ≤ n.
Then V ∗i {Pm(⊗
m
j=1exj)} is zero if none of xj is equal to i. Otherwise V
∗
i {Pm(⊗
m
j=1exj)} is some non-
zero element belonging to ⊕∞m=0(C
n)©q
(m−1)
because of the following. Let xj = i iff j ∈ {i1, ..., ip},
and let Ak be the set of all σ ∈ Sm such that σ−1 sends 1 to ik, 1 ≤ k ≤ p, then each element of
Ak is a composition τσ
′ where τ is the transposition (1, ik) and a permutation σ′ for which (σ′)−1
keeps 1 fixed and permutes rest of the m−1 symbols. As Vi are isometries with orthogonal ranges,
V ∗i {Pm(⊗
m
j=1exj )} = V
∗
i {
1
m!
∑
σ∈Sm
Um,qσ (⊗
m
j=1exj)} =
1
m!
p∑
k=1
V ∗i (
∑
σ∈Aik
Um,qσ exj)
=
1
m!
p∑
k=1
V ∗i {
∑
τσ′∈Aik
Um,qτ U
m,q
σ′ (⊗
m
j=1exj)}
=
p∑
k=1
ak(x)Pm−1(⊗mj=1ex1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eˆxik ⊗ · · · ⊗ exm)
where ak(x) are constants and eˆxp denotes the term ex1⊗· · ·⊗exp−1⊗exp+1⊗· · ·⊗exm . This shows
that ⊕∞m=0(C
n)©q
m
is left invariant by V ∗i .
Using these and the results of Lemma 9 we have the following. Taking Ri = QViQ for α ∈ Λm
we get
RiRjR
αω = QViVjV
αω = QUm+2,q(1,2) qjiVjViV
αω = qjiQVjViV
αω = qji(Rj)(Ri)R
αω.
So (QV1Q, . . . , QVnQ) is a q-commuting piece of V . To show maximality we make use of Propo-
sition 6. Suppose x ∈ Γ(Cn) and 〈x, V α(qijViVj − VjVi)y〉 = 0 for all α ∈ Λ˜, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and
y ∈ Γ(Cn). We wish to show that x ∈ Γq(Cn). Suppose xm is the m-particle component of x, i.e.,
x = ⊕m≥0xm with xm ∈ (Cn)⊗
m
for m ≥ 0. For m ≥ 2 and any permutation σ of {1, 2, . . . , m}
we need to show that the unitary Um,qσ : (C
n)⊗
m
→ (Cn)⊗
m
, defined by equation (2.1) leaves xm
fixed. Since Sm is generated by the set of transpositions {(1, 2), . . . , (m − 1, m)} it is enough to
verify Um,qσ (xm) = xm for permutations σ of the form (i, i + 1). So fix m and i with m ≥ 2 and
1 ≤ i ≤ (m− 1). We have
(2.3) 〈⊕pxp, V
α(qklVkVl − VlVk)V
βω〉 = 0,
8for every β ∈ Λ˜, 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n. This implies that
〈xm, e
α ⊗ (qklek ⊗ el − el ⊗ ek)⊗ e
β〉 = 0
for any α ∈ Λi−1, β ∈ Λm−i−1. So if
xm =
∑
a(s, t, α, β)eα ⊗ es ⊗ et ⊗ e
β
where the sum is over α ∈ Λi−1, β ∈ Λm−i−1 and 1 ≤ s, t ≤ n, and a(s, t, α, β) are constants,then
for fixed α and β it follows from equation (2.3) that qkla(k, l, α, β) = a(l, k, α, β) or qlka(k, l, α, β) =
a(l, k, α, β). Therefore
Um,qσ (a(k, l, α, β)e
α ⊗ ek ⊗ el ⊗ e
β + a(l, k, α, β)eα ⊗ el ⊗ ek ⊗ e
β)
= qlka(k, l, α, β)e
α ⊗ el ⊗ ek ⊗ e
β + qkla(l, k, α, β)e
α ⊗ ek ⊗ el ⊗ e
β
= a(l, k, α, β)eα ⊗ el ⊗ ek ⊗ e
β + a(k, l, α, β)eα ⊗ ek ⊗ el ⊗ e
β
This clearly implies Um, qσ(xm) = xm, for σ = (i, i+ 1). 
Let P be the vector space of all polynomials in q-commuting variables z1, . . . , zn that is zjzi =
qijzizj . Any multi-index k is a ordered n-tuple of non-negative integers (k1, . . . , kn). We shall write
k1 + . . .+ kn as |k|. The special multi-index which has 0 in all positions except the ith one, where
it has 1, is denoted by ei. For any non-zero multi-index k the monomial z
k1
1 . . . z
kn
n will be denoted
by zk and for the multi-index k = (0, . . . , 0), let zk be the complex number 1. Let us have the
following inner product with it. Declare zk and zl orthogonal if k is not the same as l as ordered
multi-indices. Let
‖zk‖2 =
k1! · · ·kn!
|k|!
.
Note that the following inner-product is also refered in [BB] in Definition (1.1) in general case. Now
define H′ to be the closure of P with respect to this inner product. Define a tuple S ′ = (S ′1, . . . , S
′
n)
where each S ′i is defined for f ∈ P by
S ′if(z1, . . . , zn) = zif(z1, . . . , zn)
and Si is linearly extended to H′. In the case of our standard q-commuting n-tuple S of operators
on Γq(C
n), when k = (k1, . . . , kn) let S
k = Sk11 . . . S
kn
n and when k = (0, . . . , 0) let S
k = 1.
Using (2.2) and the fact that Vi’s are isometries with orthogonal ranges for k = (k1, . . . , kn), |k| =
m we get
‖Skω‖ = 〈PmV
kω, V kω〉 = 〈
1
|k|!
∑
σ∈Sm
Um,qσ V
kω, V kω〉 =
k1! · · · kn!
|k|!
.
If we denote V kω by ex1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ exm , 1 ≤ xi ≤ n, then to get the last term of the above equation
we used the fact that there are k1! · · ·kn! permutations σ ∈ Sm such that ex1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ exm =
ex
σ−1(1)
⊗ · · · ⊗ ex
σ−1(m)
. Next we show that the above tuples S ′ and S are unitarily equivalent.
Proposition 12. Let S′ = (S ′1, . . . , S
′
n) be the operator tuples on H
′ as introduced above and let
S = (S1, . . . , Sn) be the standard q-commuting tuple of operators on Γq(C
n). Then there exist
unitary U : H′ →H such that US ′i = SiU for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
9Proof : Define U : P → Γq(Cn) as
U(
∑
|k|≤s
bkz
k) =
∑
|k|≤s
bkS
kω
where bkz
k ∈ P, bk are constants. As ‖zk‖ = ‖S
kω‖ we have
‖
∑
|k|≤s
bkz
k‖2 =
∑
|k|≤s
|bk|
2‖zk‖2 =
∑
|k|≤s
|bk|
2‖Skω‖2 = ‖
∑
|k|≤s
bkS
kω‖2.
So we can extend it linearly to H′ and U is a unitary.
US ′i(
∑
|k|≤s
bkz
k) = U(zi
∑
|k|≤s
bkz
k) = qk11i · · · q
ki−1
i−1iU(
∑
|k|≤s
bkz
k+ei)
= qk11i · · · q
ki−1
i−1i
∑
|k|≤s
bkS
k+eiω = Si(
∑
|k|≤s
bkS
kω)
= SiU(
∑
|k|≤s
bkz
k),
i. e., US ′i = SiU for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. 
For any complex number z, the z-commutator of two operators A,B is defined as:
[A,B]z = AB − zBA.
The following Lemma holds for S as S ′ and S are unitarily equivalent and the same properties
have been proved for S ′ in [BB].
Lemma 13. (1) Each monomial Skω is an eigenvector for
∑
S∗i Si− I, so that it is a diagonal
operator on the standard basis. In fact,
n∑
i=1
S∗i Si(S
kω) =
(
n∑
i=1
‖Sk+eiω‖2
‖Skω‖2
)
Skω.
Also
∑
S∗i Si − I is compact.
(2) The commutator [S∗i , Si] is as follows:
[S∗i , Si]S
kω =
(
‖Sk+eiω‖2
‖Skω‖2
−
‖Skω‖2
‖Sk−eiω‖2
)
Skω, when ki 6= 0.
If ki = 0, then [S
∗
i , Si]S
kω = S∗i SiS
kω = ‖S
k+eiω‖2
‖Skω‖2 S
kω.
(3) [S∗i , Sj]qij is compact for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
The map Um,q : Sm → Γ(Cn) given by
Um,q(σ) = Um,qσ
gives the representation of Sm on Γ(Cn). It is easy to see that for all q = (qij)n×n, |qij| = 1, the
representations are isomorphic or similar by checking the characters of the representaions. They
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have same characters. But for the representations of permuation groups it follows that they are
unitarily equivalent representations. So there exist unitary W q : Γ(Cn)→ Γ(Cn) such that
(2.4) W qPΓS(Cn) = PΓq(Cn)W
q.
This W q is not unique as for k ∈ C such that |k| = 1, the operator kW q is also a unitary which
satisfy equation (2.4). We will give one such W q explicitely.
For m ∈ IN, yi ∈ Λ define W q,m over (C
n)⊗
m
as
W q,m(ey1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eym) = q
σ−1(x)ey1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eym .
where x = (x1, · · · , xm) is the tuple got by rearranging (y1, · · · , ym) in nondecreasing order and
σ ∈ Sm such that yi = xσ(i). From Proposition 8 its clear that qσ
−1
(x) does not depend upon the
choice of σ. And
Wm,qPΓS(Cn)(ey1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eym) = W
m,q(
1
m!
∑
τ∈Sm
ey
τ−1(1)
⊗ . . .⊗ ey
τ−1(m)
)
=
1
m!
∑
τ∈Sm
q(τ
−1σ)−1(x)ey
τ−1(1)
⊗ . . .⊗ ey
τ−1(m)
=
1
m!
∑
τ∈Sm
qσ
−1τ (x)ey
τ−1(1)
⊗ . . .⊗ ey
τ−1(m)
=
1
m!
∑
τ∈Sm
qτ (xσ(1), · · · , xσ(m))q
σ−1(x)ey
τ−1(1)
⊗ . . .⊗ ey
τ−1(m)
= PΓq(Cn)q
σ−1(x)ey1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eym
= PΓq(Cn)W
m,q(ey1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eym).
So, Wm,qPΓS(Cn) = PΓq(Cn)W
m,q and W q = ⊕∞m=0W
m,q gives the required unitary which satisfy
equation (2.4)(here W 0,q = I). Also note that for Γq(C
n) and Γq′(C
n) we have unitary W q
′
(W q)∗
such that
W q
′
(W q)∗PΓq(Cn) = PΓq′ (Cn)W
q′(W q)∗
3. Dilation of q-Commuting Tuples and the Main Theorem
Definition 14. Let T = (T1, . . . , Tn) be a contractive tuple on a Hilbert space H. The operator
∆T = [I − (T1T
∗
1 + · · · + TnT
∗
n)]
1
2 is called the defect operator of T and the subspace ∆T (H) is
called the defect space of T . The tuple T is said to be pure if
∑
α∈Λm T
α(Tα)∗ converges to zero
in strong operator topology as m tends to infinity.
When
∑
TiT
∗
i = I, we have
∑
α∈Λm T
α(T α)∗ = I for all m and hence T is not pure. Let T be a
pure contractive tuple on H. Take H˜ = Γ(Cn)⊗∆T (H), and define an operator A : H → H˜ by
(3.1) Ah =
∑
α
eα ⊗∆T (T
α)∗h,
where the sum is taken over all α ∈ Λ˜ (this operator was used by Popescu and Arveson in [Po3],
[Po4], [Ar2] and for q-commuting case by Bhat and Bhattacharyya in [BB]). A is an isometry and
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we have T α = A∗(V α ⊗ I)A for all α ∈ Λ˜ (see [Po4]). Also the tuple V˜ = (V1 ⊗ I, . . . , Vn ⊗ I) of
operators on H˜ is a realization of the minimal noncommuting dilation of T .
Let C∗(V ), and C∗(S) be unital C∗-algebras generated by tuples V and S (defined in the Intro-
duction) on Fock spaces Γ(Cn) and Γq(C
n) respectively. For any α, β ∈ Λ˜, V α(I −
∑
ViV
∗
i )(V
β)∗
is the rank one operator x 7→ 〈eβ, x〉eα, formed by basis vectors eα, eβ and so C∗(V ) contains all
compact operators. Similarly we see that C∗(S) also contains all compact operators of Γq(Cn).
As V ∗i Vj = δijI, it is easy to see that C
∗(V ) = span {V α(V β)∗ : α, β ∈ Λ˜}. As qij-commutators
[S∗i , Sj ]qij are compact for all i, j, we can also get C
∗(S) = span {Sα(Sβ)∗ : α, β ∈ Λ˜}.
Consider a contractive tuple T on a Hilbert spaceH. For 0 < r < 1 the tuple rT = (rT1, . . . , rTn)
is clearly a pure contraction. So by equation (2.4) we have an isometry Ar : H → Γ(Cn)⊗∆r(H)
defined by
Arh =
∑
α
eα ⊗∆r((rT )
α)∗h, h ∈ H,
where ∆r = (I − r2
∑
TiT
∗
i )
1
2 . So for every 0 < r < 1 we have a completely positive map ψr :
C∗(V ) → B(H) defined by ψr(X) = A∗r(X ⊗ I)Ar, X ∈ C
∗(V ). By taking limit as r increases
to 1 (See [Po1-4] for details), we get a unital completely positive map ψ from C∗(V ) to B(H)
(Popescu’s Poisson transform) satisfying
ψ(V α(V β)∗) = T α(T β)∗ for α, β ∈ Λ˜.
As C∗(V ) = span {V α(V β)∗ : α, β ∈ Λ˜}, ψ is the unique such completely positive map. Let the
minimal Stinespring dilation of ψ be unital ∗-homomorphism π : C∗(V ) → B(H˜) where H˜ is a a
Hilbert space containing H, and
ψ(X) = PHπ(X)|H ∀X ∈ C∗(V ),
and span {π(X)h : X ∈ C∗(V ), h ∈ H} = H˜. Let V˜ = (V˜1, . . . , V˜n) where V˜i = π(Vi) and so V˜
is the unique standard noncommuting dilation of T and clearly ˜(Vi)
∗
leaves H invariant. If T is
q-commuting, by considering C∗(S) instead of C∗(V ), and restricting Ar in the range to Γq(Cn),
and taking limits as r increases to 1 as before we would get the unique unital completely positive
map φ : C∗(S)→ B(H), (also see [BB]) satisfying
(3.2) φ(Sα(Sβ)∗) = T α(T β)∗ α, β ∈ Λ˜.
Definition 15. Let T be a q-commuting tuple. Then we have a unique unital completely positive
map φ : C∗(S)→ B(H) satisfying equation (3.2). Consider the minimal Stinespring dilation of φ.
Here we have a Hilbert space H1 containing H and a unital ∗-homomorphism π1 : C∗(S)→ B(H1),
such that
φ(X) = PHπ1(X)|H ∀X ∈ C
∗(S),
and span {π1(X)h : X ∈ C∗(S), h ∈ H} = H1. Let S˜i = π1(Si) and S˜ = (S˜1, . . . , S˜n). Then S˜ is
called the standard q-commuting dilation of T .
Standard q-commuting dilation is also unique up to unitary equivalence as minimal Stinespring
dilation is unique up to unitary equivalence.
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Lemma 16. Suppose T = (T1, · · · , Tn) is a q-commuting tuple on a Hilbert Space H and let
A be the operator introduced in Equation (3.1). Then there exist a Hilbert space K such that
(S1 ⊗ IK, . . . , Sn ⊗ IK) is a dilation of T and dim (K) = rank (∆T ).
Proof: A(h) =
∑
α e
α ⊗ ∆T (T
α)∗h for h ∈ H where the sum is over α ∈ Λ˜. For a given
k = (k1, · · · , kn) such that |k| = m let us denote e
k1
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e
kn
n by ex1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ exm, 1 ≤ xm ≤ n in
the following calculation.
A(h) =
∞∑
m=0
∑
σ∈Sm
ex
σ−1(1)
· · · ex
σ−1(m)
⊗∆T (Tx
σ−1(1)
· · ·Tx
σ−1(m)
)∗h
=
∞∑
m=0
∑
σ∈Sm
ex
σ−1(1)
· · · ex
σ−1(m)
⊗∆T (qσ(x))−1(Tx1 · · ·Txm)
∗h
=
∞∑
m=0
∑
σ∈Sm
qσ(x)ex
σ−1(1)
· · · ex
σ−1(m)
⊗∆T (Tx1 · · ·Txm)
∗h
=
∞∑
m=0
(m!)Pmex1 · · · exm ⊗∆T (Tx1 · · ·Txm)
∗h
So the range of A is contained in H˜q = Γq(Cn)⊗∆T (H). In other words nowH can be considered
as a subspace of H˜q. Moreover, S˜ = (S1 ⊗ I, . . . , Sn ⊗ I), as a tuple of operators in H˜q is the
standard q-commuting dilation of (T1, . . . Tn). More abstractly we can get a Hilbert space K such
that H can be isometrically embedded in Γq(Cn) ⊗ K and (S1 ⊗ IK, . . . , Sn ⊗ IK) is a dilation of
T and span{(Sα ⊗ IK)h : h ∈ H, α ∈ Λ˜} = Γq(Cn)⊗K. There is a unique such dilation and up to
unitary equivalence and dim (K) = rank (∆T ). 
Theorem 17. Let T be a pure contractive tuple on a Hilbert space H.
(1) Then the maximal q-commuting piece V˜
q
of the standard noncommuting dilation V˜ of T is a
realization of the standard q-commuting dilation of T q if and only if ∆T (H) = ∆T (Hq(T )).
And if ∆T (H) = ∆T (Hq(T )) then rank (∆T ) = rank (∆T q) = rank (∆V˜ ) = rank (∆V˜ q).
(2) Let the standard noncommuting dilation of T be V˜ . If rank ∆T and rank ∆T q are finite
and equal then V˜
q
is a realization of the standard q-commuting dilation of T q.
Proof: The proof is similar to the proofs of that of Theorem 10 and Remark 11 of [BBD]. 
If the ranks of both ∆T and ∆T q are infinite then we can not ensure that ∆T (H) = ∆T (Hq(T ))
and hence can not ensure the converse of the last Theorem, as seen by the following example. For
any n ≥ 2 consider the Hilbert space H0 = Γq(Cn)⊗M where M is of infinite dimension and let
R = (S1⊗ I, · · · , Sn⊗ I) be a q-commuting pure contractive n-tuple. Infact one can take any R to
be any q-commuting pure n-tuple on some Hilbert space H0 with ∆R(H0) of infinite dimensional.
Suppose Pk = (p
k
ij)n×n for 1 ≤ k ≤ n are n× n matrices with complex entries such that
pkij =
{
tk if i = k, j = k + 1
0 otherwise
for 1 ≤ k < n and pnij =
{
tn if i = n, j = 1
0 otherwise
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where tk’s are complex numbers satisfying 0 < |tk| < 1. Let H = H0 ⊕Cn. Take T = (T1, · · · , Tn)
where Tk for 1 ≤ k ≤ n be operators on H defined by
Tk =
[
Rk
Pk
]
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
So T is a pure contractive tuple, the maximal q-commuting piece of T is R and Hq(T ) = H0 (by
Corollary 7). Here rank (∆T q) = rank (∆T ) = ∞ but ∆T (H) = ∆R(H0) ⊕ Cn. But the converse
of Theorem 18 holds when rank of ∆T is finite.
Consider the case when T is a q-commuting tuple on Hilbert space H satisfying
∑
TiT
∗
i = I.
As C∗(S) contains the ideal of all compact operators by standard C∗-algebra theory we have a
direct sum decomposition of π1 as follows. Take H1 = H1C ⊕ H1N where H1C = span{π1(X)h :
h ∈ H, X ∈ C∗(S) and X is compact} and H1N is the orthogonal complement of it. Clearly
H1C is a reducing subspace for π1. Therefore π1 = π1C ⊕ π1N where π1C(X) = PH1Cπ1(X)PH1C ,
π1N (X) = PH1Nπ1(X)PH1N . Also π1C(X) is just the identity representation with some multiplicity.
InfactH1C can be written asH1C = Γq(Cn)⊗∆T (H) (see Theorem 4.5 of [BB]) and π1N (X) = 0 for
compact X . But ∆T (H) = 0 and commutators [S∗i , Si] are compact. So if we take Wi = π1N (Si),
W = (W1, . . . ,Wn) is a tuple of normal operators. It follows that the standard q-commuting
dilation of T is a tuple of normal operators.
Definition 18. A q-commuting n-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Tn) of operators on a Hilbert space H is
called a q-spherical unitary if each Ti is normal and T1T
∗
1 + · · ·+ TnT
∗
n = I.
IfH is a finite dimensional Hilbert space and T is a q-commuting tuple onH satisfying
∑
TiT
∗
i =
I, then T a spherical unitary because each Ti would be subnormal and all finite dimensional
subnormal operators are normal (see [Ha]).
Theorem 19. (Main Theorem) Let T is a q-commuting contractive tuple on a Hilbert space H.
Then the maximal q-commuting piece of the standard noncommuting dilation of T is a realization
of the standard q-commuting dilation of T .
Proof of the theorem 19: Let S˜ denote the standard q-commuting dilation of T on a Hilbert
space H1 and we follow the notations as in section 2. As S is also a contractive tuple, we have a
unique unital completely positive map η : C∗(V )→ C∗(S), satisfying
η(V α(V β)∗) = Sα(Sβ)∗ α, β ∈ Λ˜.
It is easy to see that ψ = φ ◦ η. Let unital ∗-homomorphism π2 : C∗(V )→ B(H2) for some Hilbert
space H2 containing H1, be the minimal Stinespring dilation of the map π1 ◦ η : C
∗(V )→ B(H1)
such that π1◦η(X) = PH1π2(X)|H1, ∀X ∈ C
∗(V ), and span {π2(X)h : X ∈ C∗(V ), h ∈ H1} = H2.
We get the following commuting diagram.
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C∗(V ) −→ C∗(S) −→ B(H)
B(H1)
B(H2)
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚❃
✚
✚❃ ↓
↓
η φ
π1
π2
where all the down arrows are compression maps, horizontal arrows are unital completely positive
maps and diagonal arrows are unital ∗-homomorphisms. Let Vˆ = (Vˆ1, . . . , Vˆn) where Vˆi = π2(Vi).
We would show that Vˆ is the standard noncommuting dilation of T . We have this result if we
can show that π2 is a minimal dilation of ψ = φ ◦ η as minimal Stinespring dilation is unique
up to unitary equivalence. For this first we show that S˜ = (π1(S1), . . . , π1(Sn)) is the maximal
q-commuting piece of Vˆ .
First we consider a particular case when T is a q-spherical unitary on a Hilbert space H. In this
case we would show that standard commuting dilation and the maximal q-commuting piece of the
standard noncommuting dilation of T is itself.
We have φ(Sα(I −
∑
SiS
∗
i )(S
β)∗) = T α(I −
∑
TiT
∗
i )(T
β)∗ = 0 for any α, β ∈ Λ˜. This forces
that φ(X) = 0 for any compact operator X in C∗(S). Now as the qij-commutators [S∗i , Sj]qij are
all compact we see that φ is a unital ∗-homomorphism. So the minimal Stinespring dilation of φ
is itself and standard commuting dilation of T is itself. Next we would show that the maximal
q-commuting piece of the standard noncommuting dilation of T is itself. The presentation of the
standard noncommuting dilation which we would use is taken from [Po1]. The dilation space H˜
can be decomposed as H˜ = H⊕ (Γ(Cn)⊗D) where D is the closure of the range of operator
D : H⊕ · · · ⊕ H︸ ︷︷ ︸
n copies
→H⊕ · · · ⊕ H︸ ︷︷ ︸
n copies
and D is the positive square root of
D2 = [δijI − T
∗
i Tj ]n×n.
For convenience, at some places we would identify H⊕ · · · ⊕ H︸ ︷︷ ︸
n copies
with Cn⊗H so that (h1, . . . , hn) =∑n
i=1 ei ⊗ hi. Then
(3.3) D(h1, . . . , hn) = D(
n∑
i=1
ei ⊗ hi) =
n∑
i=1
ei ⊗ (hi −
n∑
j=1
T ∗i Tjhj)
and the standard noncommuting dilation V˜i
(3.4) V˜i(h⊕
∑
α∈Λ˜
eα ⊗ dα) = Tih⊕D(ei ⊗ h)⊕ ei ⊗ (
∑
α∈Λ˜
eα ⊗ dα)
for h ∈ H, dα ∈ D for α ∈ Λ˜, and 1 ≤ i ≤ n (Cnω ⊗D has been identified with D).
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We have
TiT
∗
i = T
∗
i Ti and TjTi = qijTiTj∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Also by Fuglede-Putnam Theorem ([Ha] [Pu])
T ∗j Ti = qijTiT
∗
j = qjiTiT
∗
j and T
∗
j T
∗
i = qijT
∗
i T
∗
j ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
As
∑
TiT
∗
i = I, by direct computation D
2 is seen to be a projection. So, D = D2. Note that
qijqij = 1, i. e., qij = qji. Then we get
D(h1, . . . , hn) =
n∑
i,j=1
ei ⊗ Tj(T
∗
j hi − qjiT
∗
i hj) =
n∑
i,j=1
ei ⊗ Tj(hij)(3.5)
where hij = T
∗
j hi− qjiT
∗
i hj = T
∗
j hi− qijT
∗
i hj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Note that hii = 0 and hji = −qijhij .
As clearly H ⊆ H˜q(V ), lets begin with y ∈ H⊥
⋂
H˜q(V˜ ). We wish to show that y = 0. Decom-
pose y as y = 0⊕
∑
α∈Λ˜ e
α⊗yα, with yα ∈ D.We assume y 6= 0 and arrive at a contradiction. If for
some α, yα 6= 0, then 〈ω⊗yα, (V˜
α
)∗y〉 = 〈eα⊗yα, y〉 = 〈yα, yα〉 6= 0. Since (V˜
α
)∗y ∈ H˜q(V˜ ), we can
assume ‖y0‖ = 1 without loss of generality. Taking y˜m =
∑
α∈Λm e
α ⊗ yα, we get y = 0⊕⊕m≥0y˜m.
D being a projection its range is closed and as y0 ∈ D, there exist some (h1, . . . , hn) such that
y0 = D(h1, . . . , hn). Let x˜0 = y˜0 = y0, x˜1 =
∑n
i,j=1 ei ⊗D(ej ⊗ hij), and for m ≥ 1,
x˜m =
n∑
i1,...,im−1,i,j=1
ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eim−1 ⊗ ei ⊗D(ej ⊗ (
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−1∏
k=1
qikiqikj)T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij).
So x˜m ∈ (Cn)⊗m⊗D for all m ∈ N. As T is q-commutating n-tuple and D is a projection, we have
∑
1≤i<j≤n
(qijV˜iV˜j − V˜jV˜i)qjihij =
∑
1≤i<j≤n
(qijTiTj − TjTi)qjihij
+
∑
1≤i<j≤n
D(ei ⊗ Tjhij − qjiej ⊗ Tihij)
+
∑
1≤i<j≤n
(ei ⊗D(ej ⊗ hij)− qjiej ⊗D(ei ⊗ hij))
= 0 +D(
n∑
i,j=1
ei ⊗ Tjhij) +
n∑
i,j=1
ei ⊗D(ej ⊗ hij)
= D2(h1, . . . , hn) +
n∑
i,j=1
ei ⊗D(ej ⊗ hij)
= x˜0 + x˜1.
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So by Proposition 6, 〈y, x˜0 + x˜1〉 = 0 . Next let m ≥ 2.
n∑
i1,...,im−1=1
V˜i1 . . . V˜im−1{
n∑
i,j=1
(qijV˜iV˜j − V˜jV˜i)(
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−2∏
k=1
qikj)(T
∗
i T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2him−1j)}
=
n∑
i1,...,im−1=1
ei1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eim−1 ⊗ [
n∑
i,j=1
D((
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−2∏
k=1
qikj)(qijei ⊗ TjT
∗
i T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2him−1j
−ej ⊗ TiT
∗
i T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2him−1j)) +
n∑
i,j=1
(
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−2∏
k=1
qikj){qijei ⊗D(ej ⊗
T ∗i T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2him−1j)− ej ⊗D(ei ⊗ T
∗
i T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2him−1j)}]
= −
n∑
i1,...,im−1=1
ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eim−1 ⊗ {(
n∑
j=1
(
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−2∏
k=1
qikj)D(ej ⊗ T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2him−1j)}
+
n∑
i1,...,im−1=1
ei1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eim−1 ⊗ {
n∑
i,j=1
ei ⊗D(ej ⊗ qij(
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−2∏
k=1
qikj)
(T ∗i T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2him−1j))−
n∑
i,j=1
ei ⊗D(ej ⊗ (
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−2∏
k=1
qiki)(T
∗
j T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2him−1i))}
(in the term above, i and j have been interchanged in the last summation)
= −
n∑
i1,...,im−1=1
ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eim−1 ⊗ {
n∑
j=1
(
∏
1≤r<s≤m−2
qiris)(
m−2∏
k=1
qikiqikj)D(ej ⊗ T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2hij)}
+
n∑
i1,...,im−1=1
ei1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eim−1 ⊗ {
n∑
i,j=1
ei ⊗D(ej
⊗(
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)qij(
m−2∏
k=1
qikj)(T
∗
i T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2T
∗
j him−1 − qim−1jT
∗
i T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2T
∗
im−1
hj)
−(
∏
1≤r<s≤m−2
qiris)(
m−2∏
k=1
qiki)(T
∗
j T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2T
∗
i him−1 − qim−1iT
∗
j T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2T
∗
im−1
hi))}
(in the term above, index im−1 has been replaced by i in the first summation)
= −
n∑
i1,...,im−2,i,j=1
ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eim−2 ⊗ ei ⊗ (
∏
1≤r<s≤m−2
qiris)(
m−2∏
k=1
qikiqikj)D(ej ⊗ T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−2hij)
+
n∑
i1,...,im−1,i,j=1
ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eim−1 ⊗ ei ⊗ (
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−1∏
k=1
qikiqikj)D(ej ⊗ T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij)
= −x˜m−1 + x˜m.
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Hence by proposition 6, 〈y, x˜m−1 − x˜m〉 = 0. Further we compute ‖x˜m‖ for all m ∈ N.
‖x˜m‖
2 = 〈
n∑
i1,...,im−1,i,j=1
ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eim−1 ⊗ ei ⊗D(ej ⊗ (
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−1∏
k=1
qikiqikj)T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij),
n∑
i′1,...,i
′
m−1,i
′,j′=1
ei′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ei′m−1 ⊗ ei′ ⊗D(ej′ ⊗ (
∏
1≤r′<s′≤m−1
qir′ is′ )
(
m−1∏
k′=1
qi′
k′
i′qi′
k′
j′)T
∗
i′1
. . . T ∗i′m−1hi′j′)〉
=
n∑
i1,...,im−1,i=1
〈
n∑
j=1
D(ej ⊗ (
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−1∏
k=1
qikiqikj)T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij),
n∑
j′=1
D(ej′ ⊗ (
∏
1≤r′<s′≤m−1
qir′ is′ )(
m−1∏
k′=1
qik′ iqik′ j′)T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij′)〉
=
n∑
i1,...,im−1,i=1
〈D(
n∑
j=1
ej ⊗ (
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−1∏
k=1
qikiqikj)T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij),
n∑
j′=1
ej′ ⊗ (
∏
1≤r′<s′≤m−1
qir′ is′ )(
m−1∏
k′=1
qik′ iqik′j′)T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij′〉
=
n∑
i1,..,im−1,i=1
〈(
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−1∏
k=1
qikiqikj){
n∑
j,l=1
ej ⊗ Tl(T
∗
l T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij −
qjlT
∗
j T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hil)},
n∑
j′=1
(
∏
1≤l′<s′≤m−1
qil′ is′ )(
m−1∏
k′=1
qik′ iqik′ j′)ej′ ⊗ T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij′〉
=
n∑
i1,...,im−1,i,j=1
〈(
∏
1≤r<s≤m−1
qiris)(
m−1∏
k=1
qikiqikj)
n∑
l=1
Tl(T
∗
l T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij − qjlT
∗
j T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hil),
(
∏
1≤r′<s′≤m−1
qir′ is′ )(
m−1∏
k′=1
qik′ iqik′ j)T
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hij〉
=
n∑
i,j=1
〈hij , hij〉 −
n∑
i1,...,im−1,i,j,l=1
〈Tim−1 . . . Ti1T
∗
j TlT
∗
i1
. . . T ∗im−1hil), hij〉
Let τ : B(H) → B(H) be defined by τ(X) =
∑n
i=1 TiXT
∗
i for all X ∈ B(H), and let τ˜
m :
Mn(B(H))→ Mn(B(H)) be defined by τ˜m(X) = (τm(Xij))n×n for all X = (Xij)n×n ∈Mn(B(H)).
As τ is a completely positive map, τ˜m is also a completely positive map.
So we have τ˜m(D) ≤ I and
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‖x˜m‖
2 =
n∑
r=1
〈τ˜m(D)(hr1 . . . hrn), (hr1 . . . hrn)〉
≤
n∑
r=1
〈(hr1 . . . hrn), (hr1 . . . hrn)〉
=
n∑
r,i
〈hri, hri〉 =
n∑
i,r=1
〈T ∗i hr − qirT
∗
r hi, T
∗
i hr − qirT
∗
r hi〉
=
n∑
i,r=1
{〈T ∗i Tihr − T
∗
r Tihi, hr〉 − 〈T
∗
i Trhr − T
∗
r Trhi, hi〉}
=
n∑
r=1
〈hr −
n∑
i=1
T ∗r Tihi, hr〉 −
n∑
i=1
〈
n∑
r=1
T ∗i Trhr − hi, hi〉
= 2
n∑
r=1
〈hr −
n∑
i=1
T ∗r Tihi, hr〉 = 2〈D(h1, . . . , hn), (h1, . . . , hn)〉 = 2‖x˜0‖
2 = 2.
As 〈y, x˜0 + x˜1〉 = 0 and 〈y, x˜m−1 − x˜m〉 = 0 for m + 1 ∈ N, we get 〈y, x˜0 + x˜m〉 = 0 for m ∈ N.
So 1 = 〈y˜0, y˜0〉 = 〈y˜0, x˜0〉 = −〈y˜m, x˜m〉. By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 1 ≤ ‖y˜m‖‖x˜m‖ , which
implies 1√
2
≤ ‖y˜m‖ for m ∈ N. This is a contradiction as y = 0⊕ ⊕m≥0y˜m is in the Hilbert space
H˜. This proves the particular case.
Using arguements similar to that of Theorem 13 of [BBD], the proof of the general case (that is
when Ti is not necessarily normal) and the proof of “V˜ is the standard noncommuting dilation of
T”, both follows . 
4. Distribution of Si + S
∗
i and Related Operator Spaces
Let R be the von Neumann algebra generated by Gi = Si + S∗i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We are
interested in calculating the moments of Si + S
∗
i with respect to the vaccum state and inferring
about the distribution. The vacuum expectation is given by ǫ(T ) = 〈ω, Tω〉 where T ∈ R. So,
ǫ((Si + S
∗
i )
n) = 〈ω, (Si + S
∗
i )
nω〉 =
{
0 if n is odd
Cn =
1
n+1
(nn
2
) otherwise
where Cn the catalan number (refer [Com]). This shows that Si+S
∗
i has semicircular distribution.
Further this vaccum expectation is not tracial on R for n ≥ 2 as
ǫ(G2G2G1G1) = 〈ω, (S2 + S
∗
2)(S2 + S
∗
2)(S1 + S
∗
1)(S1 + S
∗
1)ω〉
= 〈ω, S∗2S
∗
2S1S1 + S
∗
2S2S
∗
1S1ω〉 = 1
ǫ(G2G1G1G2) = 〈ω, (S2 + S
∗
2)(S1 + S
∗
1)(S1 + S
∗
1)(S2 + S
∗
2)ω〉
= 〈ω, S∗2S
∗
1S1S2 + S
∗
2S1S
∗
1S2ω〉 =
1
2
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We would now investigate using arguements of theory of operator spaces introduced by Effros
and Ruan [ER]. Here we follow the ideas of [BS2] and [HP]. Operator spaces which are Hilbert
spaces are called Hilbertian operator spaces. For some Hilbert space H˜ and ai ∈ B(H˜), 1 ≤ i ≤ n
define
‖(a1, · · · , an)‖max = max(‖
n∑
i=1
aia
∗
i ‖
1
2 , ‖
n∑
i=1
a∗iai‖
1
2 ).
Let us denote the operator space



r1 0 · · · 0
. .
. .
. .
rn 0 · · · 0

⊕


r1 · · · rn
0 0
. .
. .
. .
0 · · · 0

 |r1, · · · , rn ∈ C


⊂Mn ⊕Mn
by En. Let {eij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} denote the standard basis of Mn and δi = ei1 ⊕ e1i. Then one has
‖
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗ δi‖B(H˜)⊗Mn = ‖(a1, · · · , an)‖max.
Theorem 20. The operator space generated by Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n is completely isomorphic to En.
Proof: Its enough to show that for ai ∈ B(H˜), 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have
‖(a1, · · · , an)‖max ≤ ‖
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗Gi‖H˜⊗Γq(Cn) ≤ 2‖(a1, · · · , an)‖max
‖
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗ S
∗
i ‖H˜⊗Γq(Cn) = ‖
n∑
i=1
(ai ⊗ 1)(1⊗ S
∗
i )‖H˜⊗Γq(Cn)
≤ ‖
n∑
i=1
aia
∗
i ‖
1
2
H˜‖
n∑
i=1
SiS
∗
i ‖
1
2
Γq(Cn)
≤ ‖
n∑
i=1
aia
∗
i ‖
1
2
Γq(Cn)
Similarly
‖
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗ Si‖H˜⊗Γq(Cn) = ‖
n∑
i=1
(1⊗ Si)(ai ⊗ 1)‖H˜⊗Γq(Cn)
≤ ‖
n∑
i=1
a∗i ai‖
1
2
Γq(Cn)
So
‖
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗Gi‖H˜⊗Γq(Cn) ≤ 2‖(a1, · · · , an)‖max
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Let S denote the set of all states on B(H˜). Now using the fact that ǫ(GiGj) = 〈ω, S∗i Sjω〉 = δij
we get
‖
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗Gi‖
2
H˜⊗Γq(Cn) ≥ sup︸︷︷︸
τ∈S
(τ ⊗ ǫ)[(
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗Gi)
∗
n∑
j=1
aj ⊗Gj]
= sup︸︷︷︸
τ∈S
τ(
n∑
i=1
a∗i ai) = ‖
n∑
i=1
a∗i ai‖
Using similar arguements
‖
n∑
i=1
ai ⊗Gi‖
2
H˜⊗Γq(Cn) ≥ ‖
n∑
i=1
aia
∗
i ‖.

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